Damages (Investment Returns and Periodical Payments)
(Scotland) Bill
Marshalled List of Amendments selected for Stage 3
The Bill will be considered in the following order—
Sections 1 to 9
Long Title

Schedule

Amendments marked * are new (including manuscript amendments) or have been altered.
Section 3
Jackie Baillie
1

In section 3, page 2, line 22, after <payments,> insert <and
( ) have special regard to the pursuer’s needs and preferences when
doing so,>
Ash Denham

2

In section 3, page 2, line 29, leave out <such an> and insert <the>
Ash Denham

3

In section 3, page 2, line 29, leave out <would be> and insert <is>
Ash Denham

4

In section 3, page 2, line 31, leave out <considers> and insert <is satisfied>
Ash Denham

5

In section 3, page 2, line 31, after <payment> insert <under the order>
Ash Denham

6

In section 3, page 2, line 31, leave out <would be> and insert <is>
Ash Denham

7

In section 3, page 3, line 26, leave out <would still be> and insert <is still>
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Section 4
Ash Denham
8

In section 4, page 6, line 12, leave out <would still be> and insert <is still>
Schedule
Ash Denham

9

In the schedule, page 15, line 12, leave out <0.5> and insert <0.75>
Ash Denham

10

In the schedule, page 16, line 30, leave out from <the> to <2(1)> in line 31 and insert <a review
under paragraph 2(1) is due to start,>
Ash Denham

11

In the schedule, page 16, leave out lines 32 to 34 and insert <consider whether regulations under
paragraph 14 or 15 are necessary for ensuring that the notional portfolio remains suitable for
investment in by a hypothetical investor.>
Ash Denham

12

In the schedule, page 16, line 35, leave out <conducting a review under sub-paragraph (1)(a)> and
insert <considering the matter,>
Ash Denham

13

In the schedule, page 16, line 36, at end insert—
<( )

No consideration of the matter is required ahead of an extra review as mentioned
in paragraph 2(3).>

Ash Denham
14

In the schedule, page 16, line 36, at end insert—
<( )

For who is a hypothetical investor, see paragraph 17(1).>
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